
Incoming grade 2 students are to
complete this Math packet and return
it to school on the first day of classes
in August 2019.
Please have the students do it on their
own - do not help them or correct
their work. This will help me as to
where to start the grade 2 Math
program in August.



Name: Date:

1.1.1 & 1.1.2 I can count, order, read and write numbers to 100.

Fill in the missing numbers to complete the 1~O's chart.

1

15

26
I·

32

47
55

63

80

84
91

11.1.2 IIcan count backward from 20, by 2's to 20, and by 10's to 100.

Count backwards. Fill in the missing numbers.

20, 19, 18, 17, __ ' 15,,__ __,11, _

__ ,6, __ --'---
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2, 4, -' -.' -' -' -' -' -' .-

Count by 10's.

10, 20, _

11.1.9 IIcan identify pJace value for lis and 10's.

Circle the digit that is in the one's place.

15 23 11 32 84

Circle the digit that is in the ten's place.

98 40 65 12 59

11.1.10 IIcan use symbols to compare 2 digit numbers.

Write the correct symbol, >,<, or =.

13 __ 51 18 __ 23

72 __ 27 64 __ 64

75 __ 46 10 __ 5



11.1.~2 IIcan use symbols to write + ~m::l-:nulJlber sentences (+ - =). \

Six dogs were playing. Two dogs went home. Write a number sentence to
show how many dogs are playing now.

Number Sentence: -------------------------------------
Robert counted three red cars and four blue cars fn the parking tot. Write a
number sentence to show the cars Robert saw.

Number Sentence: ----------~--~~~--~~--~~~~----

Write the answer.

Addition:

4+3= ---- 7+7= --- 8+2= --
Subtraction:

7-1= --.--- 9-5= -.....,....,- 6-6=--
1.2.1 I can identify, compare, draw, and sort two dimensional figures (circle,

triangle, rectangle, square, oval, and diamond).

Draw a triangle in the first empty space and a rectangle in the last space.

Color the square red.
Color the diamond blue.
Color the circle green.



11.2~2 I Identify three-dimensional objects (pyramid, cube, cone, cylinder, sphere) I
Match. Draw a line to the correct shape.

pyramid

cube

cone

cylinder

sphere

1.2.4 I can arrange and describe objects in space by proximity, position, and direction
(near, far, below, above, up, down, behind, in front of, next to, left or right of).

//
~

Put an x in the box in front of the bus.
Write your name in the box between the book and the crayons.
Draw a heart in the box below the student in a desk.
Put a circle in the empty box near the ruler.
Put a square in the box to the left of the backpack.



1.4.3.- Estimate and-measure length, weight, and capacity in non-standard units.

This car is about 2 blocks long.

How long are these cars?----~...•...

~;!111----<®)iii". -- ~

____ blocks

____ blocks

Circle the object that is heavier.



Which container holds more liquid? Circle the correct answer. '

1.4.4 I Estimate and measure length to the n~arest inch,~t, and centimeter . .'
"~

Use the ruler to measure the 1ines to the nearest inch.
I

____ inches

___ inches

1 2 3 4 ... 5 6
inch inches inches inches inches inches

Use the ruler to measure the lines to the nearest centimeter.

___ centimeters

centimeters---

centimeters



1.4.5 '~entify coins and their value (H~nny! n.ickel,dime,and, uarter).

r 1¢ r 1 centr quarter r- dime
r- 5¢

'r- 5 cents
f- r: ,

penny quarter
(' 1O¢

, 10 cents.- nickel r:, penny
c: 2S¢ r 25 centsc: dime {' nickel

Which coin
is this?

Which coin
is this?

How much is
this coin worth?

How much is
this coin worth?

/1.4.6 I Count and compare coin values to $1.00.

How much money is there?.".. ~

How much money is there?

/1.5.1

¢

IIcan identify, sort, and classify objects by two or more attributes.

Which item does NOT belong?

<- CDDD \'------J/



[1.5.2 ,II can recognize, ext~nd,create, and describe patterns.

Continue the pattern.

xxoxxox
Create your own repeating pattern.
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1.9.1& ,- 'I can identifY, display, read, and interpret data in eharts and graphs; tally
1.3.2 charts, bar graphs, and picture graphs.

Complete the graph.

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

R~ Blue Green Or-anaR...
'.J

Favorite Color

((eJ
Blue

1111
,Wfll

Green
om~Q.

W
II

Use the graph to answer the questions.

Do more people like Blue or Green? (Circle the answer.)

How many people like 0~a., best? __

Which color do the most people like? ......-.._----. ----

How many people in all liked R.PJ and Or~L ? __

11.3.3 IIcan sort.~jects by ~oITn1'l0nattribute.

Circle the picture that does not belong in the group.



11.4.2 ] I can te~ time to the hour and half-hour using digital and analog clocks.

Draw the hands on the clock to show the correct time.

5:00 1:00 11:30

Write the correct time .
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